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Effective classroom
procedures reduce disruptions and discipline problems and maximise
learning. Expectations are clear and the class is a safe place where everyone knows
ows how tto behave. In
this SmartCard, you will find time-honoured classroom procedures. Start the year off
ff well.
ll. Discover
Discove quick tips
for starting the day. Manage classroom supplies like a pro. Maintain an acceptable noise
oise level.
evel. And kkeep students
orderly when going places. Learn veteran strategies to establish
blish and maintain a smooth-running
mooth-running
th-running cclass.

Establishing and Maintaining
M
Main
ain ning
ing
ng Procedures
Pr
Mai
P
In a well-managed classroom, there are well-rehearsed
l-rehearsed p
procedures for almost
most all repea
repeated behaviours such as taking
leaning up. If students are misbehaving
the roll, lining up, going to the toilet and cleaning
misbehaving, the first question to ask is: Have I
ines for day-t
firmly established procedures and routines
day-to-day events and the many eeventualities that arise in and out of
ocess for class
nagement:
the classroom? Here’s a powerful process
classroom management:

Be Proactive
nd
If you establish procedures and
routines from the first day of
school and are consistent with
arn
them, students will q
quickly learn
this is the way your cla
class is
managed and willl act accord
accordingly.
proac
The alternative to proactively
ures is to nag. Be
establishing procedures
proactive — it’s never too latee tto
establish new procedures.

B

Make a List
ment problem
Identify when management
problems
ed problem. A
arise, especially a repeated
Analyse
the problem. Do you have an established
ou do
procedure? If not, put one in p
place. If you
ure, is there a problem with the
have a procedure,
ng
procedure or a problem with students following
edure? If the p
the procedure?
procedure is faulty, replace it.
Iff the procedu
procedure is OK, work on re-establishing the
procedure using the tips below.

erive the Rationale
Derive
For new procedures or procedures students aren’tt following,
e. “Wh
share with students the rationale for the procedure.
“When you
oilet slot, so
go to the toilet, you must put your namecard in the toilet
I can tell who’s out and classmates can see if someone is already
using the toilet”. Alternatively, have students come up with the
rationale for the procedure. Ask, “What would happen if we
didn’t…?” Ask students to improve procedures if possible.

ach tthe Procedure
Teach and Re-teach
The most effective way to teach a procedure is to
model it or h
have students model it. SSince
procedures include
in
a seriess of steps, tthey can
lso b
also
be taught usingg a poster of the steps. If
stud
p on the procedur
students slip
procedure, they may
n
resher on the proce
need a refresher
procedure.
Check for Understandin
Understanding
st
Check to make sure students
understand both
onale and th
the rationale
the steps. Students may explain
ps and ration
the steps
rationale to the class, to teammates
or to a partne
partner. They may fill in a step graphic
organiser or write the steps.
Prac
Practise the Procedure
D
Distributed practice leads to greater retention.
Frequent short practice sessions on different
days are better than one long session.
Students practise the procedure until they can
demonstrate mastery.

Reinforce the Procedure
Compliment students and the class on successful
implementation of the procedure. Catch students
being good.

Procedures and Routines

A procedure is an established method for HOW you complete a task.
A routine is WHAT you do and WHEN you do it.
Procedures and routines are two critical elements in
effective classroom management.

Good Procedures Reduce Discipline Problems
Practised procedures dramatically reduce discipline problems, but don’t eliminate them entirely. How
do you handle rule-breaking, aggression, confrontations, disengagement or overly excited students?
Consider adopting a discipline program such as Win-Win Discipline with proven procedures for all
types of discipline problems. Try the Win-Win Discipline Pack of 4 Smartcards (KA1430)

